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Abbreviations 

  

ADB Asian Development Bank  
CC Construction Contractor 
CH Cultural Heritage 
CSEMP Contractor’s Contract Specific Environmental Management Plan 
EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
ECoW Ecological Clerk of Works 
EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 
EMP Environmental Management Plan 
EMR Environmental Monitoring Report 
ESP Environmental and Social Policy  
ESR Environmental Sensitive Receiver 
GOGC Georgian Oil and Gas Corporation 
GRM Grievance Redress Mechanism 
GRCE Grievance Redress Committee 
HS Health & Safety 
HSE Health, Safety and Environment 
IFC International Finance Corporation 
IPAM Independent Project Accountability Mechanism 
LARP Land Acquisition and Resettlement Action Plan 
MoEPA Ministry of Environmental Protection and Agriculture 
MoESD Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development  
MoRDI Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure 
NCN Non-Conformance Notice 
NCR Non-Conformance Report 
NFA National Forest Agency 
NOC No Objection Certificate 
PMCSC “Project Management and Construction Supervision Contract  
PPE Personnel Protective Equipment’ 
PR Performance Requirements of EBRD 
PS Performance Standards of IFC 
PIU Project Implementation Unit 
QC Quality Control 
RD Road Department 
RoW Right of Way 
SAEMR Semi Annual Environmental Monitoring Report 
SC Supervision Consultant 
SEMP Site Specific Environmental Management Plan 

SFF State Forest Fund 

SPS Safeguard Policy Statement 

TBN To Be Nominated 
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3.3 Issues Tracking (Based on Non-Conformance Reports)  

65. Description of issues tracked during the reporting period is given in the Table 9.    

Table 9: Summary of issue tracking during the project (January – June 2021) 

Total number of issues for the Project 69 

Number of open issues (for next Q) 10 

Number of closed issues (during project life) 59 

Percentage closed 88 % 

Issues opened this reporting period 09 

Issues closed this reporting period 36 

 

66. Data on the number of closed and open issues is presented in Figure 4. This data is based 
on the issues that were observed and have been closed or remained open during the 
Project.  

Figure 4: Non-Conformance levels during the Project  
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67. Out of sixty- nine (69) issues during the project life, fifty-nine (59) issues were closed and 
ten (10) of them were partially mitigated or corrective action in progress requiring further 
improvement. Table 9 shows the number of emerged and closed issues during the 
reporting period. The contractor showed willingness to resolve the issues, especially, 
related to take measures to fight against COVID 19 by hiring the Doctor, screening of the 
workers, regular disinfection by spraying and providing the face mask.  

68.  Issue regarding the safe procedures for refuelling and covering of diesel tank is still in 
progress at Lot 1 batching plant since December 2020 although contractor started some 
progress by adding one more diesel tank. CC for lot#1 improved hygienic conditions at 
campsite, safety measures and safe working conditions at the site, improved ventilation 
and lighting, safe installation of electric cables, treatment of tunnel water, access to 
emergency tunnel, added waste bins and spill kits, installed water sprinkling system at 
crushing plants, regular water sprinklings at access roads and E-117, appointment of 
flagmen, providing the guard rail at bridge on river Baidara, fencing of heritage sites.  

69. These issues have been reported to contractor through NCRs, weekly inspection reports 
and required Corrective Action. Furthermore, discussions are being made about best 
practices to be adopted during progress review meetings and minutes of meetings are 
officially recorded to follow up.  

3.4 Trends 

70. Most of the violations observed during the reporting period requiring special attention to 
resolve include: requiring drip trays for placing oil drums and hazardous material for 
secondary containment, topsoil storage, cracks in the foundations of BP silos at Lot#1, 
safe lifting operations at segment plant, oil spills, Odour from the septic tank, covering and 
development of safe procedures for refuelling facility at lot#1, Placement of Oxygen 
cylinders and handling during the welding job, Improvement of housekeeping at campsite 
and active construction sites, enforcement to wear PPES, obtaining the respective permits 
and approvals from the concerned authorities, provision off drip trays for the generators, 
sewage handling, and appointment of additional Environmentalist at lot#2.   The issues 
are being highlighted in the joint HSE inspection report carried out by environmental 
specialist and HS specialist and notified to CC to take corrective actions. Violations are 
being gradually fixed and after the PMCSC’s observations, the contractor takes respective 
endeavours and apply the mitigation measures to resolve the issues.  

71. Corrective actions are being taken by the contractors to fix the non-compliances 
highlighted during the previous reporting period and current period related to HSE 
conditions improvements, waste storage and burning of waste at the site, oils spills at the 
site, sewage handling, topsoil storage, improving campsite situation and river protection. 
CC is reporting the follow up actions to PMCSC as attached in Annex 4.  

72. Contractor for Lot#1 has positive attitude regarding progress of development and for 
environment compliance; however, CC for lot# 2 has slow response for construction 
progress and for tasks related to environment, especially during the transition period due 
to outbreak of Covid-19. 
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73. Both the contractors have positive attitude to combat with COVID-19 pandemic disease 
by adaptation of safe measures, disinfecting the workplaces and provision of PPEs 
including face mask and hand disinfection machines at various location. 

 3.5 Unanticipated Environment Impacts or Risk 

74. During the slope protection work at the top of TUN# 5 in June 2021, spring water caused 
slope failure and collapse of the material on the ground. During the joint site inspection of 
PMCSC and the CC for lot#1 decided to build the retaining wall to control the water and 
movement of material to avoid the land acquisition for rehabilitation work. 

75. In addition to that continuous outbreak of Covid-19, the fourth wave in the world causing 
serious consequence to human health, and in terms of increasing cost of the project and 
slow development progress. Both the contractors taking actively protective measures 
against COVID-19. and following the recommendations related to COVID -19 issued by 
relevant Authorities. Both the Contractors distributed “Coronavirus Protection Manual” 
among the staff, and providing the PPEs, face mask, disposable hand sanitizer, and 
disinfecting the working areas regularly. CCs ensuring to take temperature for everyone 
twice per day. The record for temperature checking and screening of workers for the Covid-
19 tests is being maintained in a separate journal/ file and being updated on daily basis. 

76. In accordance with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) Safeguard Policy Statement 2009 
(SPS) and the loan or grant agreement between ADB and the borrower, the borrower is 
required to assess implications of unanticipated risks and impacts under the project; and 
to identify and implement necessary risk mitigation measures. Taking in to account the 
unanticipated event of outbreak of pandemic infectious disease of COVID 19 causing large 
number of people sick and reported deaths, travel restrictions, lockdowns, workplace 
hazard , and facility closures globally. CC for lot#1 prepared Risk Assessment Covid-19, 
Updated COVID-19 Protection Plan. In addition to that Emergency Response Plan (ERP) 
and Occupational and Community Health and Safety Management Plan were also 
updated and all these documents submitted to RD as per requirement of ADB in November 
2020. CC for Lot #2 has updated the Covid-19 Protection Action Plan and submitted to 
RD on December 01, 2020. 

 4. RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING   

4.1 Overview of the Monitoring Conducted During Current Period 

77. The contractor for lot#1 has hired the certified laboratory Girgili LLC laboratory and carried 
out instrumental monitoring for noise, vibration, air, surface water and ground water quality 
testing for the reporting period January-June 2021 on monthly basis. 

78. CC for Lot# 1 has installed 4 camera traps along Narvani River and near the tunnel portal 
in Kobi to capture the movement of faunal species (see Photo # 49, Annex-1)  

79. CC for Lot#2 did not carry out monthly instrumental monitoring during the reporting period 
and hired the LTD “Exam laboratory of Sanitary, Hygiene and Medicine Ecology Research 
university of G.Natadze” to carry out instrumental monitoring and started work on site in 
the first week of July 2021. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travel_restrictions_related_to_the_COVID-19_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_lockdowns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workplace_hazard_controls_for_COVID-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workplace_hazard_controls_for_COVID-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_public_venues_and_institutions_closed_during_the_COVID-19_pandemic
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80. For Lot#1, the sampling location for air, noise and vibration and water quality were 
selected considering the ongoing construction activities shown in Figure 5. The objective 
was to evaluate the potential impacts on the environmental sensitive receptors resulting 
from the construction activities. The results of the instrumental monitoring are given in 
tabular form while, details are given in Annex 3.  

Figure 5: Location of sampling points on the northern site of the project (Jan – June 

2021) 

 

Ground Water Quality Monitoring  

81. Ground water testing was carried out during Jan to June 2021 and samples were collected 
from the well located on the upper part of the accommodation camp (coordinate 
459946.172E 4711509.980N). The ground water test results as indicated in table 10 were 
compared with Georgian Acceptable Limits (resolution of the Georgian government #58 
on the "Approval of technical regulations of potable water). All the tested parameters are 
within the National Acceptable Limits and ground water is not contaminated in terms of 
chemical or microbiological contamination. Ground water is being used for drinking 
purpose at the campsite. Bottled water is being used for drinking purpose in offices and is 
being supplied by CC on regular basis. 

Table 10: Groundwater Test Results for Lot 1 during the reporting period 

Parameters 

 

Measuring 

Unit 

Jan 21 Feb 21 Mar 21 Apr 21 May 21 Jun 21 
Maximum 
Permitted 
Limits 

Odor ball(score) 0 0 0 0 0 0 <2 
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Surface Water Quality 

82. During the reporting period, the surface water samples were collected from the River 
Baidara 1 .  Surface water samples were collected from the 150-meter upstream 
(459159.890E 4711681.290N) and 150 meters downstream (459256.423 E 
4711930.030N) of the construction activities being carried out at the segment plant. The 
objective for the sampling was to evaluate potential impact on river water quality due 
to construction activities. The results as indicated in Table11  show that there is no 
difference in the river water quality at 150 meters upstream and downstream from the 
construction activities. 

83. The Values of BOD5 <5 at sampling locations of the river show that there is no waste 
stream/ sewage entering the River Baidara parallel to construction activities. The values 

 
1 During reporting period CC took sample from Bidara river due to onsite construction activities near 
segment plant. July 2021 sampling is being carried out from Tergi River and results would be presented 
in next report. 

Taste ball(score) 0 0 0 0 0 0 <2 

Color 
Gradus 

Celsius 
0 0 0 0 0 3 <15 

pH - 8.22 8.43 7.95 7.95 7.97 7.93 6-9 

Turbidity NTU 0 0 0 0 0 0 <2 

Chloride (Cl-) mg/l 14.2 6.50 6.23 6.23 1.05 4.19 250 

-2 

Sulphate (SO4   ) 
mg/l 17.4 13.4 12.4 12.4 12.6 13 250 

TPH (total 

petroleum 

hydrocarbons)* 

 

mg/l 
0.001 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 

Total Coliforms 
CFN in 300 

ml 
ND ND ND ND ND ND 

Not 

permissibl

e  

Escherichia coli 
CFU in 

300ml 
ND ND ND ND ND ND 

Not 

permissibl

e  

Sulphite reducing 

clostridia, 

Clostridium 

perfringens 

CFU in 100 

ml 
ND ND ND ND ND ND 

Not 

permissibl

e  
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of Dissolved Oxygen (DO) Levels greater than 5 mg/ l indicate healthy stream for 
aquatic organisms. 

84. pH values around (7-8) throughout the season reveals that River Baidara water is 
healthy for the Aquatic microorganisms as normally aquatic organism are severely 
stressed below 5.5 (acidic in nature). Moreover, at this pH(7-8) certain toxic minerals 
such as aluminium, lead, mercury, are insoluble and relatively harmless.  

Table 11:  Surface water results (Jan-June 2021) 

Measurement in Jan 2021 

Location: Point #1:  Riv. Baidara Kobi near Segment Factory  

 

# Parameters Point# 1 Baseline Result from 

EIA 

Unit Applicable 

Standard 

MAC 

IFC indicative 

values for 

treated 

sanitary 

sewage 

discharge 

Upstream 

150 

meters 

Downstream 

150 meters 

Physical & Chemical Tests  

1 Turbidity <2 <2 6.0 NTU N/A - 

2 pH 8.13 8.17 7.70 pH 6.5-8.5 6-9 

3 Conductivity 56.2 56.5 23.3 mS/

m 

N/A - 

4 Dissolved Oxygen 7.96 7.94 9.0 mg/l ≥4 - 

5 BOD 5 <5 <5 3.2 mg/l 6 30 

6 COD <3 <3 <3 mg/l 30 125 

8 TPH 0.001 0.002 <0.04 mg/l 0.3 - 

Microbiological   

9 Total Coliform 

bacteria 

3 ND 3200 

(MPN in 1000 ml) 

 

MPN 

in 

100 

ml 

- 400 

 

Noise  

85. During the reporting period, sampling locations for noise levels were selected to evaluate 
the impact on the residential area of Kobi village due to construction activities at TUN#5 
North portal. The average equivalent noise levels (LAeq) recorded are indicated in Table 
12 with location detail and compared with the day time and night time IFC limits 55 dB(A) 
and 45 dB(A) respectively for the residential areas. 
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Table 12: Average equivalent noise levels result during the Reporting period  

Location      

Average Equivalent Noise level (LAeq) Measurement 
dB(A) 

IFC 
Stand
ard 
d(BA) 

Jan 
2021 

Feb2
021 

March 
2020 

Apr 
2021 

May 
2021 

Jun 
2021 

Day Time  

Residential Area 
of Kobi Village 54.1 54.7 54 54.9 51.2 41.8 

55 

Night Time 

Residential Area 
of Kobi Village 

   
  45 

45 

Almasiani  
Village 

   
  46 

45 

 

86. Overall, the LAeq results vary between 42 dBA to 55 dBA.  These results are in the range 
of IFC standard 55 d(BA) for residential area during the day time. The night levels in June 
in Village Almasiani were 46 dBA just slight increase from the standard which is 45 dBA. 
The main source of noise was the crushers and due to unloading of material from the 
Dumpers truck. However, PMCSC advised the CC to stop crushing activities after 10:00 
P.M. 

Vibrations 

87. Vibration results were monitored at three sampling points: VM#1 (459644.69E 
4711611.34N) St. George Church and VM#2 (459637.44E 4711609.84N) Kobi village and 
VM# 3 Residence in Almasiani Village except January when these were monitored in the 
first two points.   

88. Results of the vibrations as indicated in the table 13 reveals that the vibrational levels are 
insignificant and within the permissible range of the criteria set in the EIA and conditions 
of contract. However, in February 2021, the exceedance of the values for PPV than the 
reference value of DIN 4150-3 standard was observed 37 times in 22 days at the Church 
mainly in the direction of Y axis. The time intervals for exceedance were compared with 
the blasting time (Comparison given in Annex-#3 of the Vibration monitoring report for 
February 2021). However, the time intervals for blasting and exceedance of PPV values 
dose not match with each other; Therefore, the exceedance of the values is anticipated to 
be due to movement of avalanches in the area during that intervals in February 2021.      

89. According to the criteria set in EIA based on BS 6472 and German standard DIN 4150-3: 
1999 for damage to structures, there is no damage likely to structure building due to 
vibration at PPV less than 5 mm/sec (for most standard residential buildings), risk of 
cosmetic damage may occur from 5-15 mm/sec and risk of structural damage at PPV 
greater than 15. For buildings of poor structural integrity, a level of 2.5mm/sec is more 
appropriate and has been used for the project. 

Table 13: Vibrational Monitoring Results (Jan – June 2021) 
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Location  Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) mm/sec 

Longitudinal (X) Transitional (Y) Vertical (Z) 
Measurement in Jan 2021 

VM#1 Kobi Village  0.18 0.21 0.17 
VM#2 St. George 
Church  0.14 0.19 0.17 
Measurement in Feb 2021 

VM#1 Kobi Village  
0.16 0.17 0.24 

VM#2 St. George 
Church  4.99 9.1 1.13 
VM# 3 Residence in 
Almasiani Village  0.20 0.15 0.58 
Measurement in March 2021 

VM#1 Kobi Village  
0.19 0.21 0.2 

VM#2 St. George 
Church  0.35 0.45 0.35 
VM# 3 Residence in 
Almasiani Village  2.45 2.35 5.85 
Measurement in April 2021 

VM#1 Kobi Village  
0.47 0.26 0.55 

VM#2 St. George 
Church  0.77 0.8 0.3 
VM# 3 Residence in 
Almasiani Village  0.57 0.24 0.71 
Measurement in June - July 2021 

VM#2 St. George 
Church 0.28 0.3 0.29 

*Note: According to CC the lab equipment was sent to Germany for calibration during May and June 2021 and 

VB monitoring started again from June 23, 2021 

Air Quality Monitoring  

90. Dust levels were measured during the reporting period to determine the impact on air 
quality due to ongoing construction activities at Tun# 5 north portal. The air quality 
monitoring sampling location and test results are summarized in Table 14. The Sampling 
was carried out for dust levels at a point near to the Segment plant (coordinate 459307E, 
4711741N). The other criterial pollutants including NOx, SO2 and CO concentration levels 
were measured at the coordinates 459494 E 4711616 in Kobi village close to residential 
area.   
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91. During the reporting period main emission source were the construction activities being 
carried out at the tunnel 5 portal, and the movement of heavy vehicles. The construction 
works for Tunnel# 5, Segment factory, were in progress during the reporting period. 

92. PM10 levels including the concentration levels of NO2, SO2, CO and dust levels as 
indicated in Table 13 are within the national limits for air quality in Georgia and IFC 
guidelines for 24 hrs. CC for Lot# 1 carrying regular water sprinkling at site without break.  

Table 14: Air Quality Monitoring Results (January- June 2021) 

Measurement in January 2021 

Indicator  

IFC 
Guidelines 

(Averaging Period) 

Georgian 
Standards 

(Averaging Period) 

Unit  
North portal TUN#5 
Kobi Village  

Sulphur 

Dioxide (SO2) 

20 (24 hrs.) 

500 ( 10 min) 
50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 27 

Nitrogen 
Dioxide (NO2) 

200 (1 hr.) 200 (1 hr.) µg/m3 39 

Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) 
- 

10(Max daily 

or hourly 

mean) c 

mg/m3 4.328 

Particulate 

Matter (PM10) 
50 (24 hrs.) 50 (24 hr.) µg/m3 14 

Particulate 

Matter (PM 2.5) 
25 (24 hrs.) 25 (1 year) µg/m3 13.5 

Measurement in February 2021 

Indicator 

IFC 

Guidelines 

(Averaging Period) 

Georgian 

Standards 

(Averaging Period) 

Unit 

North portal TUN#5 

Kobi Village  

 

Sulphur 

Dioxide (SO2) 

20 (24 hrs.) 

500 ( 10 min) 
50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 0 

Nitrogen 

Dioxide (NO2) 
200 (1 hr.) 40 (1 hr.) µg/m3 38 

Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) 
- 

10 (Max daily 

or hourly 

mean) c 

mg/m3 2.430 
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Particulate 

Matter (PM10) 
50 (24 hrs.) 50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.8 

Particulate 

Matter (PM 2.5) 
25 (24 hrs.) 25 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.8 

Measurement in March 2021 

Indicator 

IFC 

Guidelines 

(Averaging Period) 

Georgian 

Standards 

(Averaging Period) 

Unit 

North portal TUN#5 

Kobi Village  

 

Sulphur 
Dioxide (SO2) 

20 (24 hrs.) 

500 ( 10 min) 
50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 17 

Nitrogen 

Dioxide (NO2) 
200 (1 hr.) 40 (1 hr.) µg/m3 42 

Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) 
- 

10 (Max daily 
or hourly 

mean) c 

mg/m3 0.980 

Particulate 

Matter (PM10) 
50 (24 hrs.) 50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.9 

Particulate 

Matter (PM 2.5) 
25 (24 hrs.) 25 (1 hr.) µg/m3 1.7 

Measurement in April 2021 

Indicator 

IFC 

Guidelines 

(Averaging Period) 

Georgian 

Standards 

(Averaging Period) 

Unit 

North portal TUN#5 

Kobi Village  

 

Sulphur 

Dioxide (SO2) 

20 (24 hrs.) 

500 ( 10 min) 
50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 42.3 

Nitrogen 
Dioxide (NO2) 

200 (1 hr.) 40 (1 hr.) µg/m3 16.3 

Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) 
- 

10 (Max daily 

or hourly 

mean) c 

mg/m3 0.980 
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Particulate 

Matter (PM10) 
50 (24 hrs.) 50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.9 

Particulate 

Matter (PM 2.5) 
25 (24 hrs.) 25 (1 hr.) µg/m3 1.7 

Measurement in May 2021 

Indicator 

IFC 

Guidelines 

(Averaging Period) 

Georgian 

Standards 

(Averaging Period) 

Unit 

North portal TUN#5 

Kobi Village  

 

Sulphur 

Dioxide (SO2) 

20 (24 hrs.) 

500 ( 10 min) 
50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 16 

Nitrogen 

Dioxide (NO2) 
200 (1 hr.) 40 (1 hr.) µg/m3 31 

Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) 
- 

10 (Max daily 

or hourly 

mean) c 

mg/m3 0.775 

Particulate 

Matter (PM10) 
50 (24 hrs.) 50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.3 

Particulate 

Matter (PM 2.5) 
25 (24 hrs.) 25 (1 hr.) µg/m3 1.8 

Measurement in June 2021 

Indicator 

IFC 

Guidelines 

(Averaging Period) 

Georgian 

Standards 

(Averaging Period) 

Unit 

North portal TUN#5 

Kobi Village  

 

Sulphur 

Dioxide (SO2) 

20 (24 hrs.) 

500 ( 10 min) 
50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 27.6 

Nitrogen 

Dioxide (NO2) 
200 (1 hr.) 40 (1 hr.) µg/m3 16.1 

Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) 
- 

10 (Max daily 

or hourly 

mean) c 

mg/m3 0.623 
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Particulate 

Matter (PM10) 
50 (24 hrs.) 50 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.7 

Particulate 

Matter (PM 2.5) 
25 (24 hrs.) 25 (1 hr.) µg/m3 2.4 

b:
IFC guidelines for 24 hours are being used  except NO2 as standard is available for one-hour averaging period 

c   For CO Georgian National standard is 10mg/ m3  µg/m3) maximum hourly or daily basis. For EU, the standard is 10 

mg/m3 for 8 hours. For USEPA the standard is 10 mg/m3 ( 9 ppm) for 8 hrs. and 44 mg/ m3(( 35 ppm) for one hour.  There 

is no  IFC standard for CO. 

4.2  Summary of Monitoring Outcomes  

93. The contractor for lot#1 has hired the certified laboratory Gergili LLC laboratory and 
carried out instrumental monitoring for noise, vibration, air, surface water and ground 
water quality testing for the reporting period January-June 2021 on monthly basis. While 
CC for Lot 2 started monitoring from July 2021. 

94. There is no effect of construction activities on river Baidara as revealed by the water 
testing at 150 m upstream and 150 downstream of construction activities 

95. River Baidara water quality tests reveal that the stream water is good for aquatic 
organisms with pH ranging from 7-8 and the BOD, COD and the test results reveal that 
there is no mixing of sewage/ waste in the river water parallel to construction activities.  

96. Overall, at Kobi site, the LAeq results vary between 46 dBA to 47 dBA.  These results are 
in the range of IFC standard (55 d(BA) for residential area during the day time and there 
is no significant vibration due to construction activities. The night time noise levels 
measured in June 2021 are very close to permissible limits and PMCSC advised CC to 
not use the crushers at the night time. 

97. Dust levels and gaseous pollutant levels including NO2, SO2, CO in village Kobi are within 
the national limits for air quality in Georgia and IFC guidelines for 24 hrs other than for 
SO2 in June 2021 (likely as a result from local coal/heater burning) which is below the 
Georgian standard but higher than the IFC guidelines. IFC has the only one-hour standard 
for NO2. For other pollutant including SO2, PM10, PM2.5, standards for 24 duration were 
used.  

98. Status of compliance with environmental safeguards related covenants in the Project’s 
Loan Agreement signed between Government of Georgia and ADB on 20 June 20192 is 
summarized in Table 15. 

Table 15. Loan Agreement Compliance Status 

Schedule Paragraph Covenant Compliance Status 

7 38 
Environment SEMP for both lot#1 and Lot # 2 has 

been approved 

 
2  ADB. Loan Agreement (Ordinary Operations [Concessional]) for Loan L3803: Georgia: North–South Corridor 
(Kvesheti–Kobi) Road Project (20 June 2019). https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/51257/51257-
001-pam-en.pdf 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/50347/50347-002-grj-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/50347/50347-002-grj-en.pdf
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No physical works will be allowed prior 
to approval of the SEMP by the 
construction supervision consultant 
and RD. 
 
 

7 39 

The EMP, which also defines the 
institutional arrangements and 
responsibilities for its implementation, 
will be included in the bidding 
documents, and in the ensuing 
contracts. The SEMP will be 
implemented under close monitoring 
provided by the construction 
supervision consultant and the service 
of environment and social issues of 
the RD. The RD will submit 
semiannual environmental monitoring 
reports to ADB for disclosure on the 
ADB website. The capacity building of 
the RD environment specialist, the 
contractors and supervision 
consultants will also be conducted 
through Central and West Asia 
Department’s ongoing regional TA. 

Being complied with  
EMP as a part of bidding 
documents and Technical 
Specification. 
RD submitting Semiannual 
monitoring report and all the set 
forth measures in EIA, Conditions 
set by MoEPA, and National 
Legislations are addressed in the 
SAEMR 
This is the 4th Semiannual 
Monitoring Report  
 
 

9 53 

Safeguards Monitoring and 
Reporting 
 
Project performance monitoring. RD 
will require the Engineer to (i) collect 
additional data from relevant 
agencies, including local governments 
and statistics bureaus, (ii) to measure 
the performance indicators at 
inception, at completion, and 3 years 
after project completion; and (iii) report 
key findings quarterly to ADB through 
the project’s quarterly project reports. 

Ongoing 

9 54 

 Compliance monitoring. RD will 
provide an annual report on the 
project’s compliance with legal, 
financial, economic, environmental, 
social and other covenants. 

Ongoing 
Audited Project Financial 

Statements (27 August – December 

31 2019  is published on ADB 

website in November 2020 

4 55 

Safeguards monitoring. RD will 
monitor the implementation of the 
environment and resettlement action 
plans. The semi-annual report will 
include the status of these plans. The 
EMP will be monitored and reported to 
ADB bi-annually with the assistance of 

RD submitting Social Monitoring  
Semiannual Report describing 
the Implementation status of 
LARP  And  
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supervision consultant team, the 
performance and results of which 
(through EMP reports) will be 
uploaded in ADB website. 
Construction environmental 
monitoring is a day to day process, 
which ensures that departures from 
the EMP are avoided or quickly 
rectified, or that any unforeseen 
impacts are quickly discovered and 
remedied. Specific actions in the EMP 
that are to be monitored are included 
in the EIA. 

 
In addition to the above, BAP 
implementation will also need to be 
monitored and this will be reported 
within the bi-annual environmental 
monitoring reports. If there are any 
unforeseen safeguards impacts or 
incidents these will be reported to ADB 
immediately for necessary action. RD 
will engage individual consultants for 
periodic inspection and reporting on 
safeguard matters. 

Semi Annual Environmental 
Monitoring Report describing 
the status of implementation of  
The EMP and its site specific 
and Topic specific Plans is being 
submitted to ADB and published 
on ADB website after approval . 

9 57 

Evaluation 57. Within six months of 
physical completion of the project, RD 
will submit a project completion report 
to ADB. 

Not applicable at this stage 

9 58 

Reporting 58. The RD will provide ADB 

with (i) quarterly progress reports in a 

format consistent with ADB's project 

performance reporting system; (ii) 

consolidated annual reports including 

(a) progress achieved by output as 

measured through the indicator's 

performance targets, (b) key 

implementation issues and solutions, 

(c) updated procurement plan, and 

(d) updated implementation plan for 

the next 12 months; and (iii) a project 

completion report within six months 

of physical completion of the project. 

To ensure that projects will continue 

to be both viable and sustainable, 

project accounts and the executing 

agency audited financial statement 

together with the associated auditor's 

RD providing Semiannual 
reports for social Monitoring and 
Environmental Monitoring on the 
format prescribed by ADB 
applicable at this stage. 
Currently the project is at 
construction stage and 
commencement was October 
2020. 
 
Procurement Plan for KKR 
published in June 2019 
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report, should be adequately 

reviewed. 

The RD will also be responsible for 

submitting to ADB quarterly 

safeguards monitoring reports to ADB 

for approval and disclosure on the RD 

and ADB websites.  

 

4.3  Material Resource Utilization 

99. As for June 2021, following materials were mobilized on site by the Contractor for Lot#1: 

Table 16: Material mobilization 

No. Material Quantity Unit 

1 Concrete  3736 m3 

2 Rebar 1532.5 t 

3 Section steel 823.6 t 

4 Steel plate 143.8 t 

5 Cement 10960.6 t 

6 Concrete brick 20*20*40cm 41589 pcs 

7 Concrete brick 10*20*40cm 17052 pcs 

8* Sand  22510 m3 

9** Gravel 62311 m3 

10 Diesel 608 t 

Note: Gravel comes from the quarry near village Nogkau license MoEPA # 1003237 and quarry near village Kvemo Okrokana 
#1002961 in Kazbegi Municipality along River Tergi 

4.4  Waste Management  

100. CC for lot#1 has developed a detailed waste management plan. The Contractor 
has signed an agreement with the Kazbegi Municipality regarding provision of the waste 
containers, collection and transportation of household waste. In addition to that the 
contractor has signed an agreement with the licensed company – Medical Technology 
LLC for collection, transportation and treatment of the hazardous waste, and the 
agreement for collection, transportation and treatment of used tires has been signed with 
the licensed company- Tire Recycling Company (TRC Ltd). Temporary hazardous waste 
storage area has been arranged since October 2019 at the segment plant/crusher in 
village Kobi. Different types of hazardous waste are kept in the restricted area (fenced on 
impervious base with roof) before transporting by the licensed waste 
transportation/treatment company. Information regarding the generation of waste during 
reporting period is given in the Table 15. 
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Table 17: Waste management 

# Domestic/Hazardous 
Waste & Sewage  

Estimated 
Volume 

Storage Area  Licensed Company 

1 Household waste  110 m3 Camp sites, 
Workshops, 
Construction 
sites 

Kazbegi Municipality 

2 Sewage water 670 m3 Wastewater 
treatment 
plant 

Ltd. Sanitary  

3 Used tires  8 m3 Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop 

TRC Ltd. 

4 Hydraulic and used oil 220 liter  Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 

5 Waste paints and 
varnishes 

15 kg Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 

6 Chemical additive tanks  107 pcs Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 

7 Oil drums  47 pcs Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 

8 Used food oil 61 litter Camp 
separate 
wastebaskets  

Medical Technology 
LLC 

9 Printer tonner 
 

4.7 kg. Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 
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10 Absorbents (e.g. oil 
filters, polluted clothes 
and materials)  
 

170 kg. Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 

11 Medical Waste  60 liter  Temporary 
waste storage 
area at the 
Workshop   

Medical Technology 
LLC 

   

101. Contractor for Lot# 2 has signed agreement with Ltd “Medical Technology” for the 
collection of hazardous waste. Dusheti Municipality Services Company is collecting the 
Household waste from the lot# 2. 

4.4.1 Current Period 

102. The main source that generates the big amount of the waste is earthworks, 
specifically: excavation of the soil and rock soil material excavated from the tunnels. 
Estimated calculations for spoil generation at Lot#1 and Lot#2 after adjusting the fill 
material to be used are given below: 

Estimated spoil generation for Lot #1:  2,156,749 m3 

Estimated spoil generation for Lot #2:  1,473,339  m3  

Total estimated spoil generation for both Lot#1 and Lot#2:  3,630,088 m3 

103. Currently both the contractors are in a process of getting respective permits from 
the concerned authorities and fulfilling the Lender’s requirements for spoil disposal areas. 

104. At Lot#1 Currently, the main sources that generate the big amount of the waste is 
slope and tunnel construction, specifically: excavation of the soil and rock material 
excavated from the north portal slope and tunnels. Estimated calculations for spoil 
generation and excavated material up to June 2021 are given below: 

Excavated spoil material up to June 2021: 166,032.92 m3 

Estimated spoil reuse for embankments and TBM foundation: 166,032.92 m3 

Spoil needs to be disposed of: 0 m3, during current reporting period. 

105. The Contractor’s submission of spoil disposal plan site 1 version B on 19-9-2020 
was approved by the PMCSC and submitted to the Ministry of Environmental Protection 
and Agriculture. The version C modified according to the Ministry’s comments was 
submitted on 26-11-2020. The Contractor’s submission of spoil disposal plan site 2 version 
A on 21-12-2020 was approved by the PMCSC and submitted to the Ministry of 
Environmental Protection and Agriculture on 25-12-2020. The ministry commented via 
letter N4434/01 dated 05-05-2021 (see Annex-11).  
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106. At Lot#2 up to June 2021, 48000 m3 of spoil material was generated from the 
excavation of TUN# 1 exit portal and that material was used for the access roads and for 
the embankment of the corridor at plateau. Leftover material was stored in the RoW.  

4.5 Health and Safety 

107. CRTG, the contractor for Lot#1, has mobilized National HS specialist Vladimer 
Melia contact #+995574060001 and one Chinese HS specialist Xu Shaoliang contact # 
+995574130718 with two national HS Specialist and two other Chinese HS specialists for 
the night shift; While, CRCC, the contractor for lot#2, has mobilized national HS specialist 
Mr. Giorgi Mikiashvili Contact # +995 599130067, Irakli Mikiashvili and Mikhael Ioseliani. 
The Georgian National legislation requirement (Article 7 “Organizing and Managing H&S” 
of Organic Law of Georgia on Labour Safety) shall be met for the appointment of HS staff 
i.e., up to 20 employees – one responsible person, 20 to 100 – one officer (special 
background required) and >100 - two officers required. The ratio of HS Specialists and 
number of employees will be maintained as 1: 50. 

108. These HS specialists would be available on their respective sites and their 
responsibilities include: maintaining safety and protection against HS accidents; provide 
H&S training including daily toolbox training sessions at each work site; approve H&S 
Plans for specific work activities; conduct routine site inspections and issue internal stop 
notices, if necessary, for unsafe activities; maintain H&S statistics log books for near 
misses, as well as incidents; and provide H&S input to Contractor reports. Sample for HSE 
log book is attached as Annex-5.  

109. PMCSC’s National HS Specialist Mr. David Kvirkvelia is responsible for safety 
audits and preparation of safety inspection reports and review the health and safety 
related documents submitted by the contractors for both lot 1 and lot 2. 

4.5.1 Community Health & Safety  

110. No traffic related accident was recorded during the reporting period.  

111. Contractor CRTG has appointed flagmen to control the traffic while vehicles 
entering and exiting the construction site. Road markings, signage for awareness of road 
users and smooth flow of traffic was also arranged by the Contractor. Moreover, CRTG 
has appointed one water truck to clean the E-117 highway regularly on a daily basis. 
CRCC has to set and implement the same standard. 

4.5.2 Occupational Health & Safety  

112. Daily safety inspection of construction site is being conducted by HSE 
representatives as a continuous process.  

113. HSE representatives preparing related safety documentation for the project such 
as: HS work procedures, RA for each activity as a part of method statements. 

114. Contractors are providing the PPEs to the Workers; however, enforcement to use 
is lacking.  
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115. Both Contractors prepared and implement COVID 19 protective action plan. All 
employees were tested and it is ongoing regularly.  

116. According to the data in July 2021, CRTG CC for Lot#1 has 35 infected personnel 
out of 520. All infected persons are transferred to Corvid Hotels. CRCC for Lot# 2 has only 
one infected person out of 138, the mentioned person is isolated in the camp #2. 

117. Particulars of the accidents that occurred during the reporting period are given 
below in the Table 18 A and 18 B for lot#1 and lot# 2 respectively. 

Table 18 A: Works related accidents reported during the reporting period Lot# 1 

# Date Description Measures 
Taken 

Follow up 

1 09-06-2021 During fasten rebar for 
Segment, Mr. Bejan slipped 
down and got scratch on his 
left eyebrow. First aid was 
done by CRTG doctor (Lasha 
Gagulia) 

1)the internal 
safety training 
was conducted 
to workers 

2)supervising 
the activity at all 
time 

1) Daily Tool Box Talking 
is conducted by safety 
officer and site supervisor 

2) clear safety access at 
all time 

2 

 

26-06-2021 Incident occurred on 26  June 
2021 at Kobi construction 
site, approximately at 2 pm, 
while assembling the head of 
TBM, somehow employee’s 
left leg slipped and fell down 
from a height of about 1.5 
meters. The cause of the 
incident was the negligence 
of the employee and violation 
of safe working at heights 
procedure (missing 
guardrails, platform, safe 
access and fall protective 
equipment). 

1) The incident 
was 
communicated 
with the 
personnel 
through TBT as 
a lesson 
learned; 

 

2) The safety 
officer was 
mobilized at all 
time to 
supervise the 
activity; 

 

3) The elevator 
platform was 
mobilized for 
workers to 
ensure safe 
access at 
height; 

 

1) The Daily Tool Box 
Talking is conducted to 
workers 

2) Risk Assessment is 
shared to workers at 
all time 

3) The necessary PPE is 
provided to workers 

4) Safety officer 
supervises at site all 
time 
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4) The 
construction 
supervisor was 
instructed 
permanently 
control the 
workers 
involved in 
high-risk 
activities. 

 

Table 18 B. Works related accidents reported during the reporting period Lot 2 

# Date Description Measures 
Taken 

Follow up 

1 19.06.2021 The worker （ name:Liao 

Zhongming, age:43）  was 

cut by the color steel tile 
around on his knee area in 
Batching Plant No.1. The 
wound is 3cm in the length 
and 3mm in the depth. 

Once it 
happened, the 
patient was 
immediately 
transferred to 
camp clinic. 
Our doctor 
appropriately 
binds the 
wound up and 
stop the 
bleeding. Then 
on 20 June 
2021, the 
patient is 
vaccinated by 
the tetanus 
vaccine in 
Dusheti 
Hospital to 
prevent the 
infectious. 

 

1) The training “safe 
use of hand and 
electrical tools” 
was conducted for 
the workers; 

 

 

118. Trends related to the accidents reported during the reporting period are given in 
Table 19 A and 19 B for lot#1 and Lot#2 respectively. 

Table 19 A: Types of accidents reported (January – June 2021) LOT1 
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Accident Type Reporting Period (Jan – June 
2021) 

Total (from commencement) 

Near Miss 10 10 

Accident Minor 2 2 

Accident Major 0 0 

Table 19 B: Types of accidents reported (January – June 2021) LOT2 

Accident Type Reporting Period (Jan – June 
2021) 

Total (from commencement) 

Near Miss 4 4 

Accident Minor 1 1 

Accident Major 0 0 

 

119. Contractors actively taking protective measures against COVID 19. and following 
the recommendations related to COVID-19 issued by relevant Authorities. Contractors 
distributed “Coronavirus Protection Manual” among the staff, and providing the PPEs, 
face mask, disposable hand sanitizer, and disinfecting the working areas regularly. CC 
ensuring to take temperature for everyone twice per day. All the infected person has been 
kept in isolation. 

4.6  Trainings 

120. CC for Lot# 2 provided the following trainings during the reporting period: 

• Daily Toolbox Talking   

• Working at height training  

• Lifting and rigger training  

• Hot work training  

• Scaffold training 

• Firefighting training 

• First aid training 

121. CH Training for Lot 2 is planned to be conducted in the beginning of July.3  

 
3 Training was held on July 5, 2021 at the CRCC office. 27 employees have attended the training. 
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122. As reported by the CC for Lot #1, the following trainings were carried out by 
contractor during the reporting period on regular basis including the refresher training 
course for all the employees. 

• Safety Induction trainings 

• Visitor’s orientation 

• Firefighting training 

• Check air content in tunnel 

• Weekly H&S inspection  

• Daily Toolbox Talking 

• First aid training 

• Weekly Safety Training 

• Weekly Mass Toolbox Talking  

• Welding and Cutting safety 

• Safe work procedure of lifting 

• Working at height training 

• Code of Conduct 

• Electrical safety 

• Safe Blasting procedures 

123. Training records along with attendance sheets are Annexed as Annex-7. 

4.7 Grievance Redress Mechanism and Complaints  

124. Grievance Redress Committees (GRCEs) at Muncipality levels were established 
during the EIA study with the office order from RD. For Lot#2 GRCE for Dusheti 
muncipality is based in Kvesheti; while, for Lot#1 GRCE for Kazbegi Muncipality is based 
in Kobi village.  

125. In response to RD letter# N2-12/3725 dated: 25-03-2020, The contractor for Lot 
#1 submitted through letter # 200330-0021-CRG-RDMRDI the name of the candidates for 
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grievance resolution committee: Lela Bachiashvili (+ 995 593132361, 
lelabachi@yahoo.com)  and Liang Hongjun (+995 557466348, liang.hongjun@crtg.cn ) 

126. For the PMCS, for social concerns. Ms. Tamar Javakhi, (Contact : +995 
599613196, javakhitako@gmail.com) are the focal Person ; and for environment, Mr. 
Nikoloz Sopadze, (Contact : +995 597728871, nikasofadze@hotmail.com) were 
nominated. 

127. As informed by CC for Lot #2 Song Linzhi (Maxim) phone number + 995 
577036926 is responsible for the resolution of complaints.  

128. To address the issues of compensation, RD involved Levan Samkharauli National 
Forensics Bureau who will make re-assessment to establish a new rate. The complainants 
related to land acquisition, access restriction and acquiring of remaining land plots have 
been sent by RD to the design consultant IDOM consulting and Gamma Consulting, 
responsible for LARP preparation, for further review. 

129. Grievances Received & Redressed up to Reporting Period at Level 1 (GRCE): As 
of 30 June 2021, 25 grievances (5 categories) have been received by GRCE at Level 1. 
People mostly apply concerning loss of access road to their remaining portions of the land 
plot. GRCE also received 8 grievances regarding “Damage to infrastructure/assets”, 4 of 
which have been resolved and closed. Currently, as construction activities have not yet 
fully commenced all land plots have access road. In one case access road to the one land 
plot will be used by the Contractor’s equipment to access the Site. In this regard, letter 
was dispatched to the Contractor with the instruction to maintain the access road in good 
condition. As for remaining cases construction of access road is possible and preparation 
of a detailed design is required. All cases are being processed by the PMCSC team.  

130. Grievances Received & Redressed up to the Reporting Period at Level 2 (GRCN): 
A total of 37 persons have submitted 5 categories of grievances to the GRCN at level 2, 
out of which 19 grievances have been resolved as of 30 June 2021. People now mostly 
(16 Nos.) are requesting inclusion in the acquisition list out of which 7 cases are closed. 
Compensation rates have been disputed by 10 Aps, out of which 8 cases have been 
resolved. Status of resolution of grievances is summarized in Table 20 A & Table 20 B; 
while detailed GRM Complaints Log is given as Annexure-6. 

131. In addition to the above, three complaints were also received by CRP of ADB and  
EBRD (see Annexure-6).  

Table 20 A: Summary of the grievances by category with the status of Resolution 
received by GRCE  

# Nature of Grievances  No of Total  

Grievances 

Result Remarks 

Open Closed 

1 Damage to 
infrastructure/assets 

8 4 4 2 Close cases are from 

 Lot 1  

mailto:lelabachi@yahoo.com
mailto:liang.hongjun@crtg.cn
mailto:javakhitako@gmail.com
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Table 20 B: Summary of the grievances by category with the status of Resolution 

received by GRCN 

# Nature of 

Grievances  
No of Total 

Grievances 
Result Remarks 

Open Closed 

1 Compensation 

Rate 
10 2 8 

- 

2 Inclusion in 

LARP 
16 9 7 

- 

3 Loss of access 

road  
6 6 0 

- 

4 HSE concerns 1 0 1 - 

5 Other 4 1 3 - 

 Total 37 18 19  

5. FUNCTIONING OF SEMP 

5.1  SEMP Review 

132. PMCSC approved SEMPs for both Lot#1 on 12-06-2020 and Lot#2 on 25-05-2020 
respectively and the no objection has been given by ADB/EBRD in November 2020 with 
the condition that SEMP is a ‘live document’ and will need to be updated throughout the 
construction period, whenever required, due to arise of unforeseen potential impacts.  

133.  SEMP status is being reviewed regularly in joint E&S weekly meeting between the 
lenders, RD and PMCSC. An Action Tracker Environmental & Social Management System 

2 Loss of access road  13 13 0 All cases are from Lot 2. 
All land plots have 
access now.  

3 Disturbance by noise and 
vibration 

1 0 1  

4 Recruitment/Employment 2 2 0 One is from Lot 1 and 
the other from Lot 2 

5 Other 1 1 0  

 Total 25 20 5  
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has been developed by ADB and has been provided to the PMCS use and take forward 
to support their management of the project. The tracker will be updated on regular basis 
to speed up the process of development of safeguard documents, getting the respective 
permits/approvals from the relevant authorities, meeting the conditions set in the EIA 
approval from MoEPA, compliance with the suggested mitigation measures set in the EMP, 
and resolution of the complaints from the project affected communities and workers. 

5.2  Preparation of Topic Specific Plans 

134.  The updated status for the approvals of site specific and topic specific plans for 
both lot#1 and lot# 2 up to June 2021 is given in the Table 21 A and 21 B. 

Table 21 A: Updated approval status for the site specific and topic specific plans for Lot#1 

No. Plans Revision 
Approval by 

PMCSC 
Approved By RD 

1 SEMP E 10/8/2020 Approved  

2 Topsoil Management Plan D 12.11.2020 Approved  

3 Waste Management Plan B 8-04-202 
Approved by 
MoEPA 

4 Waste Water Management Plan C 24.07.2020 Approved   

5 Noise Control Plan D 02.12.2020 
Approved    
 

6 Air Quality Management Plan B 23.07.2020 Approved  

7 
Construction Vibration  
Management Plan 

B 23.07.2020 Approved  

8 Spill Management Plan D 23.10.2020 Approved 

9 
Occupational and Community 
Health and Safety Plan 

D 20.10.2020 Approved    

10 
Labor and Working Conditions 
Management Plan 

D 24.08.2020 Approved 

11 Traffic Management Plan A 06.05.2020 Approved 

12 Emergency Response Plan E 06.11.2020 Approved     

13 Ground Water Management Plan D 23.10.2020 Approved   

14 Recultivation/Land Restoration Plan B 10.07.2020 Approved 

15 Biodiversity Management Plan G 23.12.2020 Approved      

16 Tunnel Blasting Plan C 22.06.2020 Approved     

17 Cultural Heritage Management Plan D 

10.08.2020 
Required to 
update based on 
NACHP reports 

PMCSC sent 
some comments 
on 21-07-2020 
based on Interim 
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reports by 
NACHP 

18 Local Content Management Plan E 02.11.2020 Approved     

19 Spoil Disposal Plan E 
SDA 1 approved 
SDA 2 not 
approved 

SDA1 submitted 
to MoEPA 

20 Asphalt Plant Management Plan N/A - - 

21 
Concrete Batching Plant 
Management Plan 

B Approved 
Final approval 
required by 
MoEPA 

22 Construction Camp Layout Plan G 
Approved by 
PMCSC 17-03-
2021 .  

CC submitted the 
last response to 
comments from  
MoEPA on 24-06-
2021 

23 
Construction  Camp Management 
Plan 

D 16.11.2020  Approved 

24 OHS Plans for Tunnels C 24.08.2020 Approved 

25 
Accommodation Option Risk 
Assessment 

E 07-02-2021 Approved 

26 Code of Conduct (for workers) C 18.08.2020 Approved 

27 Tunnel Transition Plan - - - 

28 
Biodiversity Monitoring and 
Evaluation program 

A 
Under review by 
Lenders 

- 

 

Table 21 B: Updated approval status for the site specific and topic specific plans for Lot#2 

No. Plan Revision Approved by PMCSC Approved by RD 

1 SEMP D 20.10.2020  Approved 

2 Topsoil Management Plan B 21.05.2020  Approved 

3 Waste Management Plan B 19.12.2020  Approved by 
MoEPA 

4 Waste Water Management 
Plan 

CC to submit - - 

5 Air quality Management 
Plan 

A 27.08.2020  Approved 

6 Noise Control MP 1v.  13.05.2020  Approved 

7 Spill management Plan A 19.02.2020  - 

8 Traffic Management Plan C 02.11.2020  Approved 

9 OHS Management plan A 11.05.2020  Approved 
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10 Labor and Working 
Condition MP 

A 27.10.2020  Approved 

11 Code of Conduct A 4.10.2020  
 

 Approved 

12 Emergency Response Plan A 20.04.2020  Approved 

13 Ground water MP A 
 

20.10.2020 Approved 

14 Recultivation/Land 
restoration.  

A 12.06.2020  Approved 

15 Biodiversity MP A Under revision by CC. 
CC to include 
preconstruction 
Biodiversity survey and 
EIA conditions 

- 

16 Vibration MP B 21.04.2020  Approved 

17 Tunnel Blasting Plan  CC to submit yet - - 

18 Cultural Heritage MP B 14.10.2020  CC to update 
based on 
recommendation 
by NACHP 

19 Spoil Disposal Plan E Under revision by CC - 

19 Local Content MP B  Under revision by CC to 
update the TOC 

- 

20 Accommodation option risk 
assessment 

B 24.10.2020  Approved 

21 Camp Management Plan A Under revision by CC - 

22 Concrete Batching Plant 
MP 

A 31.10.2020  
  

MoEPA approval 
being waited for 
BP#2 
For BP#1 site 
rejected by 
MoEPA 

23 Asphalt plant MP - - - 

24 Bridge Construction plan CC to submit it yet PMCSC advised to 
submit it ASAP 

- 

25 Tunnel transition Plan - - - 

5.3  Permitting Status  

135. The updated status for the approvals and permits from MoEPA and other relevant 
authorities as per requirement of National legislation and requirement of the EIA for both 
lot#1 and lot# 2 up to June 2021 is given in the Table 22 A and 22 B. 

Table 22 A: Updated status for the National Permits/ Approval from MoEPA and other 
relevant authorities for Lot#1 
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 # Item Current Status Comment 

1 Camp site layout plan 
Under 

Completion  

Revised document submitted to Engineer by 
CC on 25-06-2021   addressing the 
avalanches hazard and will be submitted to 
MoEPA after engineer approval 

2 
Campsite 2 layout Plan 
Tskere 

Under 
Completion  

Submitted to Engineer; however, engineer 
has comments 

3 
Forest use agreement 
The tree cutting permit No 
11/67971 

Approved Approved 

4 

Approval of 
construction 
or upgrade 
activities 

Approved  
Approved by  Ministry of Economy and 
sustainable Infrastructure for Campsite Kobi 

5 Transportation permit  Approved  
Approved from Ministry of Internal Affairs for 
oversized and over weight 

6 
Spoil disposal approval – 
Environmental Decision 

Under 
Completion 

Kobi site: SDA1(A) Under the review by 
MOEPA  SDA2 (B) is not approved by UBM  

7 
Permit to use 
explosives 

Approved  
Issued by the Ministry of Sustainable 
Development and Infrastructure 

8 Construction permit Approved  
Approved by Public Law Legal 
Entity Technical and Construction 
Supervision Agency 

9 
Locations of 
accommodation camp, 
batching plant and crusher 

Under 
Completion 

under the revision by MOEPA 

10 

Emissions of hazardous 
substances in to ambient 
air from stationary sources 
for batching plant 

Under 
Completion 

Under the revision by MOEPA and will be 
resubmitted, if required,  after approval of 
layout plan for BP 

11 Waste Management Report Approved  Approved by MoEPA 

12 

Maximum Permissible 
discharges of Pollutants 
discharged to Surface 
Water 

Under 
Completion 

Under the revision by MOEPA for Campsite 
and also required for Tunnel water ( Need two 
weeks) 

13 Water extraction 
Under 

Completion 

Required documents have been drafted and 
will be submitted after getting the permit for 
camp, crusher and BP 

14 Quarries  Not Relevant Yet  
CC getting the material from third party. CC to 
get the license from quarry Operator 

 15 Access road to Quarries Approved  
CC Obtained the permission from Kazbegi 
Municipality for access road to quarries near 
Kenobi village 

16 Explosive Storage Area 
Under 

Completion 

MoEPA require detailed Project on 
22/07/2021 . Provide the detailed information 
regarding Narvani River Flow and 
hydrological Characteristics 
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Table 22 B: Updated status for the National Permits/ Approval from MoEPA and other 
relevant authorities for Lot#2 

# Item Current Status Comment 

1 Camp site layout plan 

Under 
Completion  

Approved by UBM conditionally and submitted 
to MoEPA 
CC to revise the layout plans taking in to 
account the wastewater and stormwater 
discharge.  
 
MoEPA gave comments for campsite 1& 2 
and BP#2  for screening documents for 
wastewater treatment plant, management  for 
oil separator,  car wash facility, drainage 
system from oil separator, emissions 
information, and status of land. Comments 
received on 19/8/2021 
Screening document for wastewater camp 1, 
Geotechnical information  submitted to 
engineer in last week of August  

2 Forest use agreement 
The tree cutting permit No 
11/67971 

Approved  
Approval granted for RoW and Access roads 

3 Tree cutting permit from the 
national agency of state 
property No 11/66281 

Approved  - 

4 Tree cutting permit order 
No 2598/S 

Approved  - 

5 Approval of construction or 
upgrade activities 

Approved  
Approved from Ministry of Economy and 
Sustainable Infrastructure 

6 Transportation permit  
Approved  

Approved from Ministry of Internal Affairs for 
oversized and over weight 
 

7 Spoil disposal approval – 
Environmental Decision 

Under 
Completion 

Under review by CRCC, CC submitted revised 
N2 at Plateau SD on 23/8/2021. Engineer 
asked to submit also the screening 
documents for the Donors 

8 Permit to use explosives Approved  Public Law Legal 
Entity Technical and Construction 
Supervision Agency 

9 Construction permit 
Approved  

Approved by Public Law Legal 
Entity Technical and Construction 
Supervision Agency 

10 locations of accommodation 
camp, batching plant and 
crusher 

Under 
Completion  

MoEPA rejected the location of Batching 
Plant#1 due to a house close to the location 

11 Emissions of hazardous 
substances in to ambient 
air from stationary sources 
for batching plant 

Under 
Completion  

Documents submitted to engineer for BP#1 
and BP#2 in Georgian language 

12 Waste Management Report Approved  Approved by MOEPA 
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13 Maximum Permissible 
discharges of Pollutants 
discharged to Surface 
Water 

Under 
Completion  

To be obtained by MoEPA prior to any 
discharge in to the River 

14 Water extraction Under 
Completion  

CC preparing the documents 

15 Quarry Near Bridge 2 
Approved 

 Approval granted from MoEPA, Govt Mining 
Agency  

16 Preconstruction Biodiversity 
Survey  

Approved  Approved by MoEPA on 22/07/2021 

 

6. GOOD PRACTICES   

6.1 Good Practices  

Lot#1 

• CC for lot#1 installed the ventilation system which is properly working and provided the 
lights inside the emergency tunnel 

• CC collecting the sludge from the sedimentation ponds and disposing in SDS# 1 across 
the E117 highway opposite to TBM Machine on daily basis. 

• CC for lot#1 fenced the cultural heritage sites in the project AoI 

• CC installed the water sprinkling system at the crushing plant 

• CC installed four camera traps of which three along the Rivers and one at the hill near the 
tunnel 5 portal 

• CC collecting the solid waste on daily basis from the bins and maintain the practice, 
cleanliness of the campsite is being improved on daily basis  

• Water sprinkling is being carried out on regular basis. One water truck spraying water 
continuously on access roads and active construction site 

• CC replaced the malfunctioning wastewater treatment plant and started collecting the 
sewerage on daily basis.  

• Regular disinfection spray at the campsite and construction site 

Lot 2 

• Deep excavation fenced at the TUN # 1 exit at Plateau 

• CC provided concrete washout facility for concrete trucks at BP# 2 

• Workers provided drinking water at active construction sites at TUN# 1, Culvert section 
etc. 

• Covering of raw material with tarpaulin sheets when not in use 

• Regular sprinkling of water on branch line to suppress the fugitive dust emission 
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• Oxygen cylinder are kept in a fenced area in vertical position and trolley provided to hold 
cylinder while in use  

• CC provided the Bio Toilets, where required;  

• Stored the used tyres in demarcated area; however, required to cover these to avoid 
mosquitoes breeding 

• CC installed the alarm system at camp 2 

• Both the Contractors for Lot#1 & 2 arranged the testing for Covid-19 and actively taking 
protective measures against COVID 19. and following the recommendations related to 
COVID -19 issued by relevant Authorities  

7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION  

7.1 Summary 

136.  CC for lot # build the tunnel water treatment facility to collect the sediments, oil, 
wire mesh, and waste material and collecting the sludge on regular basis. PMCSC advised 
the CC for lot#1 to scaling being carried out by excavator bucket is not acceptable and it 
should be carried out by hydraulic rock breaker mounted on the excavator or backhoe 
loader to remove the shattered or loose rock according to subclause 11.4.24 of technical 
specification to avoid the risk of falling of loose rocks. Furthermore, at TUN#5 North portal 
there was a landslide due to slope failure that needs to be rehabilitated with slope 
protection work by constructing retaining wall and controlling the water flow causing the 
slope failure and reducing the distance between the rock bolts. PMCSC has advised the 
CC for Lot#1 to monitor the toxic gases in the tunnel by providing the toxic gases 
monitoring system with the dashboard at the entrance of the system highlighting the 
pollutant levels and alarm system to ensure the safe entry of the workers in the Emergency 
tunnel4. 

137. Based on data provided by CC for lot#1, 520 employees were screened out for 
PCR test during the first week of July. Test results were positive for 35 persons and these 
employees were transferred to hotel for isolation.   

138. CC for lot#2 has completed the Preconstruction/ prework biodiversity surveys and 
has hired the certified laboratory for instrumental monitoring as per Appendix- B of the EIA. 
CC for Lot# 2 provided the concrete washout facility at BP# 2, installed the grey water 
treatment system at BP#2 and providing the drip trays for Generator and oil containing 
machines. CC for lot#2 need to find out designated areas for topsoil storage areas to 
collect the topsoil stored at patched along access roads and ECoW has completed the 
survey to mark the locations for topsoil storage.  

139. Based on data provided by CC for lot#2, 138 employees were screened out with 
PCR test during the first week of July. Test results showed only one positive case and that 

 

4 Issues regarding tunnels were highlighted during the end of June and details will be 

provided in the next report. 
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employee was transferred to camp # 2 isolated area built by CC by fencing the designated 
area for Covid-19 positive cases.    

7.2  Recommendations 

140.  Following bullets summarize the new recommended mitigation measures which 
are required to be adopted by both the contractors for Lot#1 and Lot#2 in the 3 rd. and 4th 
quarter of 2021 to meet the requirement furnished in the EMP:  

Lot 1 

• CC to provide the dust monitoring and toxic gases monitoring system at the entrance of 
emergency tunnel to measure the concentration of dust and toxic gases including CO, 
CO2, H2S, NOx Dust etc. Q3- Q4 2021 

• CC required to collect  the contaminated soil on regular basis in case of oil spill and store 
it in hazardous waste storage area for collection by Medical Technology Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to remove oil spill from the boiler room and oil spill kits should be present at the boiler 
room for all the time and drip trays required for refueling Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to provide the plastic bag on all the containers provided at the site Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to provide the gate for the camp as soon as possible and take the dogs out from the 

camp and restrict the entry of the dogs Q3-Q4 2021 

• Proper metal/ plastic drip trays should be provided for secondary containment. Contractor 

needs to manufacture these and to provide for generators, spare parts, chemical 

containers and under the drums while using for refilling Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to demarcate the area for storage of scrap material and must be separated from topsoil 

behind segment factory Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to provide the solution for the pumping of the tunnel water as about after 1.6 km the 

gravity flow direction will decline towards south (Tskere side) and water needs to pump 

out for dewatering the tunnel Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to speed up the process of approval for temporary facilities from MoEPA by submitting 

the response to comments without delay Q3-Q4 2021 

Lot 2 

• Off road driving should be strictly restricted by the  roads and vehicle should not be parked 
in designated parking areas to avoid the disturbance to vegetation Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC provided the PPEs; however strict enforcement required to wear  the full set of PPEs 
based on the requirement of the Job Q3-Q4 2021 

• Patches of the stored top soil needs to be collected at one place according to Georgian 
laws and topsoil management plan Q3-Q4 2021 

• CC to Install the camera traps at the sensitive habitats Q3-Q4 2021  

• CC to hire the environmental specialist to speed up the process of getting the approval of 
MoEPA and meet the conditions set in the approval of EIA and CC for lot#1 and Lot#2 to 
complete all the management plans and layout plans and get it approved by PMCSC, RD 
and Lenders Q1- 2021, Q3- Q4 2021 
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• CC to provide the pullies for the flood channels crossing the access road 2 along the River 
Aragvi to avoid the water pollution caused by the tires of vehicles Q3- Q4 2021 

• CC to remove the contaminated soil at different location and stored in a hazardous waste 
storage area. Q3- Q4 2021 

• CC to provide designated topsoil storage areas and collect the patches of soil and stored 
according to Georgian legislations and topsoil management Plan Q3- Q4 2021 

• CC to carry out water sprinkling on regular basis at branch line and other access road 
especially near the residences of village Zakatkari Q3- Q4 2021 

141. Following are the recommendations made in the ADB mission note after the site 
visits carried out in June 2021.  

• Spoil Disposal Plans for site A and B to be approved by the MoEPA; 

• Cultural Heritage Management Plan to be finalized and approved; 

• Track record system to be improved by the CC, PMCSC and PIU including issuance of 

non-compliance letters for the contractor, when necessary, with recommended solutions 

and specific deadlines for each action;   

• Workers’ accommodation conditions to be improved at Kobi accommodation camp site 
maintaining good housekeeping and prohibiting presence of stray dogs and electric stoves 
in the room; 

• Contractor to arrange oil and grease separator for treatment of kitchen wastewater; 
• Contractor to mobilize ambulance, especially for on-going blasting activities for tunnel 

north portal construction works, therefore no arrangement available for transporting of 

injured workers to hospital; 

• Contractor to continue conducting of biodiversity surveys within AoI seasonally for fauna 

according to the phonological characteristics, and for flora in April-August 2021. The 

nearest survey is planned in spring 2021. 

• Contractor to conduct pre-construction survey for the explosives’ temporary storage area 
under Lot 2  
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1: Project Pictures 

# Picture  Description 
1 

 

Ventilation system inside the emergency 
gallery 

2 

 

Signage for the construction along E117 

3 

 

CH across the road Info Displayed and 
site fenced 
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4 

 

Disinfection of the site and campsite 

5 

 

Info provided for Otter species for 
workers awareness 

6 

 

Waste Bin placed at the campsite for 
collection by the municipality Compactor 
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7 

 

Compactor truck to carry the solid waste 

8 

 

Sewage  truck to carry the sewage from 
the septic tank 

9 

 

Material Covered with Tarpaulin at Lot#1 
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10 

 

Waste bins added for hazardous waste 
collection 

11 

 

Toolbox meeting before starting work in 
the morning 

12 

 

Regular water sprinkling at the E117 and 
site 
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13 

 

Oil spill in the refueling area due to 
improper refueling. NCR issued, CC 
submitted Corrective action but that was 
rejected  by PMCSC 

14 

 

Hard floor required by paving the floor 

15 

 

Weekly meeting to discuss 
environmental issues, social and HSE 
issues 
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16 

 

Covered material storage area at BP for 
Lot#1 

17 

 

Overflowing waste from the Container at 
BP 

18 

 

Accidental oil spill in the tunnel due to 
malfunctioning vehicle  
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19 

 

Oil Captured in the Container at the 
sedimentation tank lot#1 

20 

 

Water sprinkling at Branch line access 
road 

21 

 

Waste bins placed at camp 2 

22   
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23 

 

Ambulance parked at lot 2 camp 1 

24 

 

Equipment removed from welding 
workshop at BP 2 

25 

 

Waste scattered near the camp 2 
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26 

 

Waste removed area paved 

27 

 

Bridge at Argavi River for access road 2 
to tunnel 1 portal 

28 

 

Covered material at TUN 1 entrance lot 2 
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29 

 

Piling work to start at bridge 2 Pier 4 

30 

 

Generator need drip tray at Tun 1 
entrance 

31 

 

Oxygen cylinder placed  
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32 

 

Hazardous material covered at Camp 2 

33 

 

Wash out facility at BP camp 2 

34 

 

Paved floor at BP 2 
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35 

 

Full PPEs for welding; however, need to 
change the place of welding workplace  

36 

 

Fire extinguishers at ware house 

37 

 

A view of BP# 2  
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38 

 

Parking area workshop needs to be 
rearranged 

39 

 

Rearranged after 2 days 

40 

 

Welding workshop need to be shifted at 
lot 2 BP 2 
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41 

 

Tunnel 1 exit Trench fenced 

42 

  

Hazardous waste storage area at camp 
1 lot 2 

43 

 

Warning sign installed for the trench at 
exit portal tunnel 1 
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44 

 

Generator requires drip tray and hard 
floor 

45 

 

Generator to be placed in drip tray 

46 

 

RD and ADB mission at Lot#1 in June 
2021 
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47 

 

Lot 1 Generators places in closed 
containers with all safety signs 

48 

 

Aerial Photograph of Lot 1 site 

49 

 

Camera Traps installed for faunal 
species along Narvani River and Near 
Tunnel Portal at Lot# 1 
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Annex 2: CC for Lot 1 Geological Condition Report 


